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1: Which three are necessary to ensure that the SIP configuration is taking calls? (Choose three.)
A. Avaya Communication Manager R3.0
B. Avaya SES at the supported software version
C. Avaya Communication Manager at the supported software version
D. RFA/WebLM License with signed certificate for Modular Messaging License
E. T1-QSIG cards in the Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) wired to the PBX
Correct Answers: B C D

2: The Message Networking 3.1 system you just installed sends and receives messages successfully from the Modular Messaging for Exchange system but not from the Modular Messaging with Message Storage Server (MSS) system. What is the most likely cause of the problem?
A. The firewall administrator has blocked port 25.
B. The license does not include the SMTP feature.
C. The firewall administrator has blocked the SNMP port.
D. The system has not been restarted since the configuration changes were made.
Correct Answers: A

3: In a multiple Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) installation, which document tells you the services (such as Fax, Call Me, Message Waiting Indicator, Tracing) that should be enabled on each MAS?
A. Concepts and Planning Guide
B. Modular Messaging Administration Guide
C. Project Manager Master Implementation Guide
D. No document is necessary; all services should be enabled on each MAS.
Correct Answers: A

4: You are unable to make a successful test connection to an Aria Digital machine and suspect that the Octel Serial Number may be incorrect. Which path should be taken from the Message Network Administration menu to verify this?
A. System Parameters > General Parameters
B. Remote Machine Administration > Remote Machine Parameters
C. System Parameters > General Parameters > Octel Administration
D. Basic System Administration > TCP/IP Administration > Network Addressing
Correct Answers: B

5: The S3500 Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) LAN connection for Modular Messaging for Microsoft Exchange _____.
A. connects the cable to the private LAN
B. connects the cable to the corporate LAN
C. connects the corporate LAN to the 3COM hub
D. can use either a private or corporate connection
6: You arrive at a customer's site to do a Modular Messaging 3.1 for Exchange installation on a customer-provided 1U server. Upon opening the server to install the full-length Dialogic T1 telephony board, you find that the only PCI slot is a half-length slot. The CIO is expecting a demonstration tomorrow morning.
What is the best option for continuing the installation to meet the deadline?
A.Use H.323 integration.
B.Use SIP integration which does not require a telephony board.
C.Call Dell and have them send a different server using a same-day delivery service.
D.Call Avaya and have them dispatch a technician with a Modular Messaging "crash kit".
Correct Answers: A

7: A user complains that when she receives fax and email messages in her mailbox she does not receive notification of these message types via the light on her phone. However, when she receives voice messages, her phone light works.
Which statement is true?
A.In Modular Messaging, phones will not light for fax and email messages.
B.These are Class of Service attributes that need to be checked on the Message Storage Server (MSS).
C.For the light to function for fax and email messages, the message type must be set to "any" under the Notify Me rule created for the mailbox in Subscriber Options.
D.For the light to function for fax and email messages, the message type must be set to "any" under the Message Waiting Indicator (MWI) rule created for the mailbox in Subscriber Options.
Correct Answers: D

8: How many PCI slots are available for Dialogic cards on an S3500 Server?
A.2
B.3
C.4
D.5
Correct Answers: A

9: Which two steps are required to prepare a customer's Microsoft Windows Domain for Modular Messaging (MM) installation? (Choose two.)
A.Create the MM Accounts and Group.
B.Obtain Windows 2000 Server software.
C.Update the Active Directory Data Schema.
D.Connect the Private LAN to the Message Storage Server (MSS).
Correct Answers: A C

10: What is the maximum hardware configuration allowed with Modular Messaging for Microsoft Exchange?
A.five Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) systems handling voice processing with a
sixth acting as a Supplementary Server
B. six Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) systems handling voice processing with the sixth acting as a Supplementary Server
C. ten Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) systems handling voice processing with an eleventh acting as a Supplementary Server
D. eleven Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) systems handling voice processing with a twelfth acting as a Supplementary Server

Correct Answers: C

11: A single Modular Messaging 3.1 for Exchange Message Application Server called MYMAS1 is running all services, including Call Me. In Voice Mail System Configuration, Call Me is enabled. The subscriber mailbox has the Allow Call Me option selected, and the mailbox is using the default rule to a valid external phone number of 91530558956. During acceptance testing, this phone number never rings with a Call Me call when a message is left in the mailbox.
What are two reasons that the Call Me call doesn't reach the specified number? (Choose two.)
A. A restriction in the PBX is preventing the outcall.
B. The Call Me dialing rules are configured to not require the 91 before the rest of the number.
C. The Call Me port group is set to None in Voice Mail System Configuration, Message Application Servers, MYMAS1, Port Groups, Usage tab.
D. In Voice Mail System Configuration, Call Me, the Message Application Server running the Call Me service is identified, but the Message Application Servers that make the calls are not in the list.

Correct Answers: A C

12: Which three are configured using the Voice Mail System Configuration Tool? (Choose three.)
A. Auto Attendant
B. Class of Service
C. maximum mailbox size
D. the number of digits in a mailbox

Correct Answers: A B D

13: You are installing Modular Messaging 3.1 for Exchange along with Message Networking 3.1 so the customer can continue to send and receive voice messages to the rest of the organization's voice mail systems. They will continue to do this until the entire organization has been migrated to Modular Messaging; they realize that the Message Networking system is therefore a temporary solution.
What is required to meet the customer's needs as defined above?
A. Message Networking must be installed on S3500 hardware.
B. The Message Networking server must have at least one analog port board.
C. The Modular Messaging license file must include the right to use Octel Analog Networking.
D. One of the Modular Messaging Message Application Servers must have at least one analog port board.

Correct Answers: B

14: You are implementing a new Modular Messaging for Microsoft Exchange system for a
customer with three Avaya Messaging Application Servers (MASs) connected to a single, large Microsoft Exchange Server. The customer enables offline storage for the Voice Mail Domain. Which two statements are true about offline storage in this environment? (Choose two.)
A. Messages received by any MAS are stored in both the local spool folder on the MAS and in the path specified in VMSC.
B. The customer should allocate on the offline store approximately 10 GB of storage space per hour of message storage anticipated.
C. The Voice Mail Domain should be configured for an offline storage location in the format \servername\location or \<ip address>\location.
D. If a user calls a given MAS that has become disconnected from the customer's Ethernet they will not be able to retrieve any messages.
**Correct Answers: A C**

15: Which two statements are true about a customer-provided Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) for Modular Messaging for Microsoft Exchange that has Dialogic cards? (Choose two.)
A. Only Dialogic Analog CLAN is supported.
B. You must set the jumpers and switches as required.
C. You use the MAS software media for Dialogic Drivers.
D. The latest drivers are downloaded from the Dialogic website.
**Correct Answers: B C**

16: A Modular Messaging 3.1 for Exchange user in London, England, wants to use the Telephone User Interface to send a message to a Modular Messaging 1.1 for Exchange user in Los Angeles, California. The two locations share an Exchange Organization but the users are in different Voice Mail Domains. How can this be accomplished?
A. The sender must address the message to the Numeric Address of the recipient.
B. The Octel Analog Networking connector must be installed and configured in Exchange.
C. This is not possible; the sender and recipient must be in the same Voice Mail Domain or the sender has to call the recipient.
D. The sender must address the message to the address of the recipient that represents the recipient on the Message Networking server.
**Correct Answers: A**

17: Modular Messaging 3.1 for Exchange Message Application Servers (MASs) run the Microsoft Windows operating system. The customer wants to supply their own MAS. Which versions of Windows are supported on the MASs?
A. Windows 2003 with Service Pack 1
B. Windows 2003 with Service Pack 2
C. Windows 2000 as long as this is an upgrade
D. Any release of Windows 2003 except Data Center Server
**Correct Answers: A**
18: How should you access the alarm Log on R3.1 Message Networking (MN) from the main menu?
A. Logs > Alarm Log
B. Reports > Alarm Log
C. Logs > Reports > Alarm Log
D. Reports > Logs > Alarm Log
**Correct Answers: A**

19: Which two statements are true about the configuration for Web Subscriber Options (WSO) with Modular Messaging (MM) for Microsoft Exchange? (Choose two.)
A. It can be co-resident with the MM Web Client.
B. It can be co-resident on the Microsoft Exchange Server.
C. It can be on a stand-alone server running minimum configuration.
D. It can be co-resident with Avaya Messaging Application Server (MAS) on implementations with less than 500 subscribers.
**Correct Answers: C D**

20: Which tool is used to confirm the correct operation of Dialogic Integration cards prior to the Messaging Application Server (MAS) services being installed and configured?
A. Port Monitor
B. Dialogic PBX expert
C. Dialogic Line Tester
D. Dialogic Configuration Manager
**Correct Answers: C**